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ABSTRACT

This is a surgical case report that presents a modified method of subtotal nasal
reconstruction that employs vascularized septal chondromucosal flaps for lining, and conchal
cartilage grafts to support the nasal dorsum, replace the missing tip and rim support and forehead
flap replacement of nasal subunits.

This method has many advantages. The lining is thin and highly viable. Neither external
shapes nor airway patency is distorted by excessive bulk. Lose of lining, the chief enemy of
nasal reconstruction, seldom occurs because these flaps are highly vascular.
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INTRODUCTION

It is a tacit promise that plastic fabrication provides projection in space,
surgeons can replace a missing nose. This airway patency, support and, when visible
promise has not been kept. Loss of the through conforming skin cover, the delicate
entire nose is unusual in traumatic injuries contour of the normal nose. With this, the
but usually occurs following radical resection need for multiple revisions to sculpt and
for malignant disease. There is an inherent debulk is decreased.
desire in human beings to look normal and
not peculiar, horrible, or even different after
a nasal reconstruction. It is well accepted HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
that reconstructive procedures required for
full thickness defects of the nose include A brief summary of the history of the
restoration of the outer covering, the inner art of reconstructing the nose assists one in
lining, and the supporting framework, the understanding of the development of
Lining, support, and cover do not make a newer techniques. In ancient times,
nose. Rather, it is the manner of shaping amputation of the nose was considered a
and assembling these materials that give justifiable punishment for a variety of crimes.
contour to the lump and the visual In India, dudng Vedic times (2000 B.C. to
impression of a nose. In line with this, a 500 B.C.), the prevailing punishment for
better technique of nasal restoration was adultery was amputation of the nose. Self-
modified to meet this demand, mutilation by cutting off the nose was also

practiced by women who wished to protect
The aim of this report is to present a their honor by disfiguring themselves as

modified method of subtotal nasal related by Nelaton and ornbre'danne (1904)
reconstruction employing the use of thin but during the Danish invasions of England and
highly vascular local lining and cover flaps to France. The use of Forehead flap in nasal
allow successful primary placement of reconstruction bears the name of the "
delicate cartilage graft. The cartilage Indian Method " by the Koomas of ancient
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and functionallyrestored nose in a fourth
dimension- "BEAUTY".
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